
Year 6    Autumn  1 

Link 1:   know how to bowl and throw a rounders ball  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Share read about rounders 

Watch clips of rounders games.  

Learn how to bowl underhand – play bowling games. 

Learn to throw a rounders ball with accurate direction and distance 

 

Link 2:   know how to bat a rounders ball and direct it 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Share read about rounders 

Watch clips of rounders games.  

Revise how to bowl underhand – play bowling games. 

Revise how to throw a rounders ball with accurate direction and distance 

Play drills and games  

http://www.playsport.net/activity/apple-bucket     

http://www.playsport.net/activity/batter%E2%80%99s-bonanza    

http://www.playsport.net/activity/flying-chicken-baseball         

http://www.playsport.net/activity/four-corners           

 http://www.playsport.net/activity/hoops-and-loops http://www.playsport.net/activity/parallel       

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play competitive rounders games 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about rounders 

Watch clips of rounders games.  

Revise how to bowl underhand – play bowling games. 

Revise how to throw a rounders ball with accurate direction and distance 

Play drills and games  

Learn how to play rounders matches. Learn how to improve how they play and how they compete. 

http://www.playsport.net/activity/apple-bucket
http://www.playsport.net/activity/batter%E2%80%99s-bonanza
http://www.playsport.net/activity/flying-chicken-baseball
http://www.playsport.net/activity/four-corners
http://www.playsport.net/activity/hoops-and-loops
http://www.playsport.net/activity/parallel


Year 6:    Autumn  1 

Link 1:   know how to work as a team to attack and to defend in hockey 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Share read about hockey. Watch a video of players playing hockey.  

Revise how to pass, dribble and hit a hockey ball/puck. 

Learn how to stop a hockey ball and then pass on.  

Revise how to do set plays such as short and long corners.  

Practise set plays. Learn about how to dribble with a hockey drive.  

Practise moving forwards as a team attacking. 

Practise defending and pre-empting attacking moves. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play competitive hockey games 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about hockey 

Watch clips of hockey games.  

Play drills and games  

Learn how to play hockey matches.  

Learn how to improve how they play and how they compete. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:    Autumn  2 

Link 1:   know how to work as a team to attack and to defend in netball 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Share read about netball. Watch a video of players playing netball.  

Revise how to pass, shoot and move in zones.  

Know how to attack by mixing short and long passes and getting into space to move forward. 

Know how to defend by predicting attacking moves and getting in the way without making contact 

Play competitive games.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play competitive netball games 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about netball. Watch a video of players playing netball.  

Revise how to pass, shoot and move in zones.  

Revise how to attack and defend.  

Learn how to work as a team and encourage each other even when things go wrong. 

Play competitive games.  

 

  

 

Link 1:   know how to work as a team to attack and to defend in football 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Share read about football. Watch a video of players playing football.  

Revise how to pass, shoot and move in zones.  

Revise how to take corners, throw ins and free kicks. 

Know how to attack by mixing short and long passes and getting into space to move forward. 

Know how to defend by predicting attacking moves and getting in the way without making contact 

Play competitive games.  

 

 



 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play competitive football games 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about football. Watch a video of players playing football.  

Revise how to attack and defend.  

Learn how to work as a team and encourage each other even when things go wrong. 

Play competitive games.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:    Spring  1 

Link 1:   know how to play croquet strokes  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Share read about croquet. http://www.oxfordcroquet.com/coach/beginners/bcn1.asp   

Watch a clip of croquet being played.  

Learn the rules of the games and play some drills and exercises to practise the skills.  

http://www.playsport.net/activity/croquet-ball    

Learn how to hold the mallet and aim for the hoop.  

Play small-sided games. Write instructions to play croquet.  

Learn how to play:  Single Ball Strokes; Stalking; Rushes; Hoop Running 

    Croquet Strokes - The Standard Drive; The Stop Shot; The Roll Shot; The Take-off  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play competitive croquet games  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about croquet. 

Revise croquet shots. 

Learn about the croquet rules.  

Play competitive games.  

 

Link 1:   know how to gauge the weight of a throw 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Share read about boules. http://www.e 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=boules&&view=detail&mid=ECF488C31A38795C31B7ECF488C31A38795C3

1B7&&FORM=VRDGARarlystart.co.uk/esfrench1/boulrule.pdf  

Watch a clip of boules being played.  

Learn the rules of the games and play some drills and exercises to practise the skills.  

http://www.playsport.net/activity/croquet-ball    

Learn how to gauge the weight of a throw so that it is not too hard or light 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play competitive boules/petanque games  

http://www.oxfordcroquet.com/coach/beginners/bcn1.asp
http://www.playsport.net/activity/croquet-ball
http://www.earlystart.co.uk/esfrench1/boulrule.pdf
http://www.earlystart.co.uk/esfrench1/boulrule.pdf
http://www.earlystart.co.uk/esfrench1/boulrule.pdf
http://www.playsport.net/activity/croquet-ball


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about boules/petanque 

Revise boules shots. 

Learn about the boules rules.  

Play competitive games.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:  Spring  2 

Link 1:   know how to complete the ginga step 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

The study of a dance genre that originated from Brazil  in the 16th century - ‘Capoeira’ 
Context: As an Afro-Brazilian martial art Capoeira combines the use of music, dance and martial arts. While known 
for its martial arts origins, including defending and attacking style actions in simulated combat danced in pairs, it is 
now widely seen internationally in dance venues, street festivals and is often linked with other acrobatic styles and 
dance forms such as street and hip hop. It is characterised by complexity with spinning, swinging actions, leg kicks 
and a main principle the ‘ginga’. The mastering of the ‘ginga’ is fundamental to Capoeira and enable the ‘capoeirista’ 
to be continually moving and thus ready for defence action or attack action. The ginga movement is characterised 
by the rocking back and forth action that sustains a swing momentum and learning this action rhythmically helps 
pupils in Year 6 develop the swift transference of weight and bounce with low centre of gravity. It develops core 
strength and the rise and fall in and out the ginga necessitates  great coordination and ability to move in and out of 
different rhythms. The other dominant feature is the large leg swirling kicks called ‘rasteiras’. These swirling leg 
kicks often see with an ‘opponent’ moving underneath circling leg, show the emphasis on the uninterrupted flow so 
that ‘opponents’ can move around each other. 
 
To begin this unit establish a series of simple research questions for year 6 pupils to bring to their first lesson 
including researching its origin and writing this as a short summary.  
Introduce Capoeira by using pupils’ answers to the research questions. Show at least two key extracts of Capoeira 
that the teacher has already selected. There are many good examples of street capoeira and short extracts of the 
ginga online. Chose two extracts which really show the ginga and the leg swirling kicks, the ‘rasteiras’. In pairs ask 
pupils to describe the characteristics of what they see in the two short extracts. Explain how this unit of work will 
develop their ability to choreograph a short paired dance using the principles of Capoeira and develop this into a 
small group dance by lesson 4 of 6.  Use a task handout to link the context and movement style to how the music is 
used in Capoeira. 
 
Warm up: 10 minutes, teacher develops a sequence of warm up activities for mobilizing the hip joint, strengthening 
legs and developing a lunging sequence with weight transference as a lead into the ‘ginga’. Use standing on one leg 
and with the other leg both bent and then straight lifting out to the front, back and sideways just of the floor, 
brushing through the feet to extension then controlling the legs back down to a parallel position, keep the legs lower 
that 90 degrees as pupils need the core control first. Help them with arms extended to the side to find a point of 
balance while the legs ‘brushes/lifts’ are repeated. Include in the warm a step by step turning action to the right and 
to the left with a body action of curving the torso and turning at the same time. This will be demanding for most 
pupils initially but break this down by turning 180 degrees then steadily completing the next 180 before the full 
turning action and torso bending forwards is mastered.  
 
In the warm up in lesson 1 include a range of lunges both forward and backwards which help pupils place a step 
behind or step sideways into a lifting of the alternate leg. Then gradually add in a lunge to the side with the opposite 
foot stepping into a weight transference before repeating to the other side. Add in the arms both moving across the 
body to the side as the side step and lunge occurs. This  layering of difficulty in the warm up may well take from 
lesson 1 to 3 for pupils to learn. Adapt the level of difficulty of the warm up in each of the 4 lessons so that the pupils 
are challenged depending on ability. 
In lesson 1, use mainly teacher directed learning so that pupils follow and learn a movement sequence/motif created 
by the teacher. Teachers need to choreograph a first sequence that  includes ginga, a series of small low kicks and 
sweeping lunging actions, ideally turning if not then remaining in one direction. 
Teach sequence 1 to the whole class with emphasis on continual flow, use of core stability and weight transference. 
Reshow a short extract of one of the earlier videos and remind pupils of the dynamics they are working towards in 
their performance, the swinging momentum of the ginga for example. 
Moving with rebound - developing the bounce and swing effect in the ginga. 
Use peer rehearsal and appraisal time to give chance for pupils to refine sequence 1. 



To conclude the lesson divide the whole class into A and B groups giving time to watch each half of the class 
perform and give feedback. If time is short move straight into the cool down as the next few lessons will give time 
for developing critical appraisal skills.  
 

 

Link 2:   know how to rotate the whole body and arms in dance  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up: 10 minutes, teacher develops a sequence of warm up activities for mobilizing the hip joint, strengthening 
legs and developing a lunging sequence with weight transference as a lead into the ‘ginga’. Use standing on one leg 
and with the other leg both bent and then straight lifting out to the front, back and sideways just of the floor, 
brushing through the feet to extension then controlling the legs back down to a parallel position, keep the legs lower 
that 90 degrees as pupils need the core control first. Help them with arms extended to the side to find a point of 
balance while the legs ‘brushes/lifts’ are repeated. Include in the warm a step by step turning action to the right and 
to the left with a body action of curving the torso and turning at the same time. This will be demanding for most 
pupils initially but break this down by turning 180 degrees then steadily completing the next 180 before the full 
turning action and torso bending forwards is mastered.  
 
Revise the ginga step. 
Revise sequence 1.   
Develop rotations of the whole body and of arms to mobilise the shoulder joint and develop arm movements that 
sweep across the body. 
Teach: the swinging kick, the spinning kick, allow front kick kept low with bent leg, the long sweeping and circling 
kick, the deep lunge, the drop, the dodge and the cartwheel. 
Travelling patterns - in the first sequence that is developed and taught by the teacher has emphasis on moving 
through side to side and forwards and back in the dancer’s own space. 
As a soloist - moving in the dancer’s own space, both centrally to the dancer and at the periphery of the extension of 
arms legs, torso. 
 
 
 
 

Link 3:   know how to move into and out of the floor 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up: 10 minutes, teacher develops a sequence of warm up activities for mobilizing the hip joint, strengthening 
legs and developing a lunging sequence with weight transference as a lead into the ‘ginga’. Use standing on one leg 
and with the other leg both bent and then straight lifting out to the front, back and sideways just of the floor, 
brushing through the feet to extension then controlling the legs back down to a parallel position, keep the legs lower 
that 90 degrees as pupils need the core control first. Help them with arms extended to the side to find a point of 
balance while the legs ‘brushes/lifts’ are repeated. Include in the warm a step by step turning action to the right and 
to the left with a body action of curving the torso and turning at the same time. This will be demanding for most 
pupils initially but break this down by turning 180 degrees then steadily completing the next 180 before the full 
turning action and torso bending forwards is mastered.  
 
Revise the ginga step. 
Revise sequence 1.   
Develop movement into and out of the floor both from a low lunges, balancing positions on the floor on 1 leg and 
both hands. 
Folding the body in successive movements -  like a roll   down from the head through the spine to full curve and 
flexing from the hips to lean forwards. 



Movements that are sustained - this will mean slowing down some of the stylised actions of Capoeira to get the 
pupils getting the control needed to sustain and action, then contrast this with sudden kick actions.  
Movement sequences  to explore strong and light dynamic, through direct and indirect actions and speeds. 
Developing pupils understanding of the space behind, in front  and around their own  body and space around others  

- non contact in Capoeira dance for these Year 6 pupils so making pupils fully aware if the distance between them 

and the 

 

Link 4:   know how to coordinate moves with a partner 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up: 10 minutes, teacher develops a sequence of warm up activities for mobilizing the hip joint, strengthening 
legs and developing a lunging sequence with weight transference as a lead into the ‘ginga’. Use standing on one leg 
and with the other leg both bent and then straight lifting out to the front, back and sideways just of the floor, 
brushing through the feet to extension then controlling the legs back down to a parallel position, keep the legs lower 
that 90 degrees as pupils need the core control first. Help them with arms extended to the side to find a point of 
balance while the legs ‘brushes/lifts’ are repeated. Include in the warm a step by step turning action to the right and 
to the left with a body action of curving the torso and turning at the same time. This will be demanding for most 
pupils initially but break this down by turning 180 degrees then steadily completing the next 180 before the full 
turning action and torso bending forwards is mastered.  
 
Revise the ginga step. 
Revise sequence 1.   
Develop movement into and out of the floor both from a low lunges, balancing positions on the floor on 1 leg and 
both hands. 
In pairs - key feature of continual movement in response to each other’s actions - call and response/question and 
answer with pupils moving past each other, around each other and facing each other in mirroring actions. 
In pairs then developed in a quartet - moving around each other in a circle and moving past each with  quick 
responses to turn and sustain eye contact with the partner.  
Circling pathways as a pair then developed into copying and mirroring as a quartet and leading and following as a 
quarter - this could be 1 leading 3 with canon used as well as unison  - final quartet to include all of these. 
Develop pupils ability to choose a freeze frame starting position,  a linking of movements they develop themselves 
and ones from the teacher and then an ending tableau - both on their own creating a short linking of actions. 
 
 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      Know how to be aware of ans sensitive to other performers 
 
Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up: 10 minutes, teacher develops a sequence of warm up activities for mobilizing the hip joint, strengthening 
legs and developing a lunging sequence with weight transference as a lead into the ‘ginga’. Use standing on one leg 
and with the other leg both bent and then straight lifting out to the front, back and sideways just of the floor, 
brushing through the feet to extension then controlling the legs back down to a parallel position, keep the legs lower 
that 90 degrees as pupils need the core control first. Help them with arms extended to the side to find a point of 
balance while the legs ‘brushes/lifts’ are repeated. Include in the warm a step by step turning action to the right and 
to the left with a body action of curving the torso and turning at the same time. This will be demanding for most 
pupils initially but break this down by turning 180 degrees then steadily completing the next 180 before the full 
turning action and torso bending forwards is mastered.  
 
Awareness of and sensitivity to other dancers both as a pair and quartet. 
Ability to manipulate and develop movement material both taught and improvisation a short dances with a clear 
structure. 



Working on an ABA structure (ternary form) or theme and variation form with no need to return previous sections,  
use a range of motif developments (vary the motif through question and answer, repetition, reversal, change of 
dynamic, change of spatial orientation) 
Use question and response technique in the choreography both in pairs and as a quartet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:    Summer  1 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      Know how to compete in orienteering games   

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Outside – simple warm up. Identify North, East, South West and run to that section of the area (pitch). 

Maps handed out – discuss the idea of Orientating the Map (turning it) based on where you are stood. 

2 groups (one per adult), go for a short walk around the playground, identity where we are at certain points using 

the map. Whilst on walk – show an Orienteering Point. Split children into 8 teams. Discuss Relay Concept. 

Teams to find the following points (Letter) on the map (each team takes an order). 

M, F, E, X, A, S, U, V 

F, E, X, A, S, U, V, M 

E, X, A, S, U, V, M, F 

X, A, S, U, V, M, F, E 

A, S, U, V, M, F, E, X 

S, U, V, M, F, E, X, A 

U, V, M, F, E, X, A, S 

V, M, F, E, X, A, S, U 

Team blind fold challenge – walk a blind folded member of the team to anywhere on the playground. Then they 

have 15 seconds to find where they are on the map and Orientate it. 

A series of equipment is set up on the pitch outside. Cones, hoops, markers. 

On paper, teams must draw pitch and devise a key to transfer pitch onto the paper.  

Look for key features on the map, go find them for real. How can key features help us find M and W. 

In teams of 3 – any order they like, find the following individually – one at a time (symbol). 

L, T, Y, X, E, H. 

Then as a team find the following however they like (symbol). 

P, K, G, Q, V, W. 

Use string to explain the use of scale and how that can be used to roughly measure distance. Children split into 8 

teams. Each team estimate the following distances in competition. 

- Length of football pitch. 

- KS2 playground – width. 

- N to B on Map. 

Conclude Unit with challenge to organise team and find points. 

- Stand tallest to smallest – Point B (letter). 

- Stand alphabetical order – Point O (symbol). 

- Stand oldest to youngest – Point D (letter). 



- Stand house number largest to smallest – Point Y (letter). 

- Finally find – As many points as possible in remaining time. (symbol). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6: Summer  2 

Link 1:   know how to exchange a relay baton 

Share read a biography of Kelly Holmes 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Share read about baseball 

Watch clips of the relay (women, men disabled etc). 

Know different ways of exchanging the baton.  

Know how the incoming runner places the baton in the outgoing runner’s hands who starts to run a few paces 

earlier.  

Practise short drills and exercises for passing on the baton. Write about instructions for passing on a baton.     

 

Link 2:   know how to high jump 

Share read a biography of Kelly Holmes 

Automaticity: Revise what they learnt in Year 5 about 2 of the jumping events ie long and triple. Revise baton 

exchanges in relays and the jump events 

Watch clips of the relay (women, men disabled etc). 

Know how athletes reach high distances (men, women, disabilities).  

Watch and analyse the techniques.  

Try some of the techniques out including the straddle jump and Fosbury flop.  

Measure and increase their heights.  

 

Link 3:   know how throw balls, javelins, hammers and discuses 

Share read a biography of Kelly Holmes 

Automaticity: Revise what they learnt in Year 5 about 2 of the jumping events ie long and triple. Revise baton 

exchanges in relays and the jump events 

Watch clips of the relay (women, men disabled etc). 

Know how athletes reach long distances (men, women, disabilities). 

Revise their skills in throwing the javelin and the discus. Try to increase their Year 5 distances.  

Learn the skills of a modified shot putt, tennis ball throwing and throwing the hammer. 

  

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to compete in a modified decathlon 

Share read a biography of Daley Thompson 



Automaticity: Revise what they learnt in Year 5 about 2 of the jumping events ie long and triple. Revise baton 

exchanges in relays and the jump events, throwing events 

Watch clips of the relay (women, men disabled etc). 

Compete against others in a modified Decathlon keeping their scores and trying to improve them   

 


